Abstract. We introduce into and survey the ASM method for highlevel system design and analysis. We explain the three notions|Abstract State Machine [37] , ASM ground model (system blueprint) [7] and ASM renement [8] |that characterize the method, which integrates also current validation and verication techniques. We illustrate how the method allows the system engineer to rigorously capture requirements by ASM ground models and to stepwise rene these to code in a validatable and veriable way.
The integration potential of the ASM method is reected by the great variety of its successful applications (for references see [24, 9] ), for example: An FSM is dened by a program of instructions of the form pictorially depicted in Fig. 2 , where i; j 1 ; : : : ; j n are internal (control) states, cond (for 1 n) represents the input condition in = a (reading input a ) and rule the output action out := b (yielding output b ), which goes together with the ctl state update to j . Control state ASMs have the same form of programs, but the underlying notion of state is extended from three locations, namely: { a single internal ctl state assuming values in a not furthermore structured nite set { two input and output locations in, out assuming values in a nite alphabet to a set of values of whatever types residing in updatable memory units, so-called locations. Any desired level of abstraction can be achieved by permitting possibly parameterized locations to hold values of arbitrary complexity, whether atomic or structured: objects, sets, lists, tables, trees, graphs, whatever comes natural at the considered level of abstraction. As a consequence, the FSM updates of ctl state and of its output location are extended to ASM state changes resulting from updates of the value content of arbitrary many locations, namely via multiple assignments of the form loc(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) := val.
This simple change of view of what a state is yields machines whose states can be arbitrary multisorted structures, i.e. domains of whatever objects coming with predicates (attributes) and functions dened on them, structures programmers nowadays are used to from object-oriented programming. In fact such a memory structure is easily obtained from the at location view of abstract machine memory by grouping subsets of data into tables (arrays), via an association of a value to each table entry (f; (a 1 ; : : : ; a n )). Here f plays the role of the name of the table, the sequence (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) the role of a table entry, f (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) denotes the value currently contained in the location (f; (a 1 ; : : : ; a n )). Such a table represents an array variable f of dimension n, which can be viewed as the current interpretation of an n-ary \dynamic" function or predicate (boolean-valued function). This allows one to structure an ASM state as a set of tables and thus as a multisorted structure in the sense of mathematics.
In accordance with the extension of unstructured FSM control states to arbitrary ASM structures, the FSM-input conditions are extended to arbitrary ASM-state expressions, which are called guards since they determine whether an instruction can be executed. 2 In addition, the usual non-deterministic interpretation, in case more than one FSM-instruction can be executed, is replaced by the parallel interpretation that in each ASM state, the machine executes simultaneously all the updates which are guarded by a condition that is true in this state. This synchronous parallelism, which yields a clear concept of locally described global state change, helps to abstract for high-level modeling from irrelevant sequentiality (read: an ordering of actions that are independent of each other in the intended design) and supports renements to parallel or distributed implementations.
As a result of this extension of FSMs we obtain the denition of an ASM as a set of instructions of the following form, called ASM rules to stress the distinction between the parallel execution model for ASMs and the sequential single-instruction-execution model for traditional programs:
if cond then U pdates where U pdates stands for a set of function updates f (t 1 ; : : : ; f n ) := t built from expressions t i ; t and an n-ary function symbol f . The notion of run is the same as for FSMs and for transition systems in general, taking into account the synchronous parallel interpretation. 3 Similarly to this extension of FSMs by basic ASMs, asynchronous ASMs extend globally asynchronous, locally synchronous Codesign-FSMs [42] . Only the notion of mono-agent sequential runs has to be extended to asynchronous (also called partially ordered) multi-agent runs. For a detailed denition in terms of ASMs we refer to [24, Ch.6.1] .
Thus ASMs provide a rigorous mathematical semantics, which accurately supports the way application-domain experts use high-level process-oriented descriptions and software practitioners use \pseudo-code over abstract data". For the sake of completeness we list below notations for some other frequently used forms of rules, which enhance the expressivity of ASMs.
Classication of ASM Functions and Locations
In this section we describe how the ASM method supports the separation of concerns, information hiding, data abstraction, modularization and stepwise renement by a systematic distinction between basic locations and derived ones (that are denable from basic ones), together with a read-write-permit classication of basic locations into static and dynamic ones and of the dynamic ones into monitored (only read), controlled (read and write), shared and output (only write) locations, as illustrated by Fig. 3 . 4 These distinctions reect the dierent roles played in a given machine M by the auxiliary locations that are used in function updates to compute the arguments t i and the new value t. The value of a static location never changes during any run of M because it does not depend on the states of M . The value of a dynamic location depends on the states of M since it may change as a consequence of updates either by M or by the environment. Static locations can be thought of as given by an initial system state, so that their denition can be treated separately from the description of the system dynamics. It depends on the degree of information-hiding the specier wants to realize how the meaning of such locations is determined|by a mere signature (\interface") description or by axiomatic constraints or by an abstract specication, an explicit or recursive denition, a program module, etc.
Controlled locations for M are the ones which are directly updatable by and only by the rules of M , where they appear in at least one rule as the leftmost location in an update f (s) := t for some s; t. These locations are the ones which constitute the internally controlled part of the dynamics of M , for example the location ctl state in an FSM. Locations called monitored by M are those read but 3 More precisely: to execute one step of an ASM in a given state S determine all the reable rules in S (s.t. cond is true in S), compute all expressions ti; t in S occuring in the updates f(t1; : : : ; tn) := t of those rules and then perform simultaneously all these location updates if they are consistent. In the case of inconsistency, the run is considered as interrupted if no other stipulation is made, like calling an exception handling procedure or choosing a compatible update set. 4 A set of locations or a function is called of a kind if all their locations are of that kind. In fact, the denition does not commit to any particular mechanism (e.g. message passing via channels) to describe the exchange of information between interacting agents. As with static locations the specication of monitored locations is open to any appropriate method, a feature that helps the system designer to control the amount of information which he wants to give to the programmer. The only (but crucial) assumption made is that in a given state the values of all monitored locations are determined. Combinations of internal and external control are captured by interaction or shared locations that can be read and are directly updatable by more than one machine (so that typically a protocol is needed to guarantee consistency of updates). Output locations are updated but not read by M and are typically monitored by other machines or by the environment. An example is the location out of an FSM. Locations are called external for M if for M they are either static or monitored.
Distinguishing basic locations from derived locations whose values are dened by a xed scheme in terms of other (static or dynamic) locations, pragmatically supports dening the latter by a specication or computation mechanism which is given separately from the main machine. Thus derived locations can be thought of as dening a global method with read-only variables.
An important type of monitored functions are dynamic selection functions f , which out of a collection X of objects satisfying a property ' select one element f (X) in a way that may depend on the current state. They are frequently Also notational variations are frequently used, like choose x P X in rule(x). Fig. 4 shows an example from the ASM model for thread handling in Java and C# [51, 49] .
Similarly the following notation is used to make the synchronous parallelism of ASMs expressable in terms of arbitrary properties: forall x with ' rule(x) standing for the simultaneous execution of rule(x) for every element x satisfying '.
Some Examples
Many industrial control systems, protocols, business processes and the like come with a concept of status or mode or phase that directs complex state transformations. Such a high-level system structure can be appropriately modeled by control state ASMs, introduced in [5] debugger of a stack-based run-time environment. During the reverse engineering process, this simple model led to the discovery of a aw in the code, namely that the submachine executed during the dotted mode transition could lead to a deadlock and had to be replaced by a transition into a fth mode RunQ (which was inserted into the implementation by an additional ag).
A business process example with only start/stop and busy mode is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which is used in [1] to dene the kernel of a web service mediator. The machine delivers for a current request a service answer that is to be compiled from the set of results of an iterative subrequest processing submachine, which in turn sends out further subrequests to { and collects the respective services from { other possibly independent subproviders. which appears in the Kermit protocol as AlternatingBitSender instance and as its renement to a SlidingWindowSender [40] . For a generalization as a service interaction pattern see [4] . Fig. 9 from [23] denes the black-box view of neural nets characterized by two top-level phases: in the input phase the Neural Kernel is activated by the arrival of new input from the environment (transmitted by special input units to dedicated internal units), to perform on that input an internal computation which ends with emitting an output to the environment and switching back to the input mode. 
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ASM Submachines
The diagrams for control state ASMs enhance similar graphical UML notations by their rigorous semantics, which is formally dened in Fig. 2, 5 , based upon the precise ASM semantics of the occurring abstract submachines that typically describe rather complex state transformations. In the examples above these submachines describe a Java interpreter execJava in Fig. 4 ; the Debugger actions OnStart, etc. in Fig. 6 ; the subrequest processing iterator in Fig. 7 ; the dierent renements of the Kermit macros in Fig. 8 ; the Neural Kernel Step submachine in Fig. 9 whose basic computing units (nodes of a directed data-ow graph) perform a nite sequence of atomic actions propagating their results through the graph until the output units are reached.
Where convenient one can also abstract away the FSM-typical control-state details of an intended sequentiality and encapsulate the execution of a machine M immediately followed by the execution of N into a black-box view M seq N , which is supported also by the well-known traditional graphical representations of FSMs that omit labels for intermediate internal states. Iterating such a seq operator leads to so-called turbo ASMs that support the standard iteration constructs of programming. In the same way one can dene a general ASM submachine concept that ts the synchronous parallel view of ASMs and supports the two abstraction levels dened by the black-box and the white-box view of submachines (see [21] ). It also supports the traditional understanding of recursive machine calls (see [12] ).
We illustrate ASM submachines by two examples. The rst one is the submachine Initialize(class) used in the ASM model for a Java interpreter [51] , providing a succinct formulation for the intricate interaction of the initialization of classes with other language concepts. In Java the initialization of a class c is done implicitly at the rst use of c, respecting the class hierarchy (the superclass of c has to be initialized before c). Thus Initialize(class) stores its call parameter class, say into a local variable currInitClass, and then iterates the creation of class initialization frames until a class is reached which is Initialized. The Initialize submachine oers the possibility that the designer works with a black-box view|of an atomic operation that pushes all initialization methods in the right order onto the frame stack, followed by calling the Java interpreter to execute them (in the inverse order)|whereas the programmer and the verier work with the rened white-box view, which provides the necessary details to implement the machine and to analyze its global properties of interest (see [22] ).
A renement of Initialize for a C# interpreter has been dened in [17] and has been used in [32] to investigate problems related to class initialization in C#.
We illustrate the support of recursive submachines by an ASM describing the well-known procedure to quicksort lists L: FIRST partition the tail of the list 5 The termination happens at the latest at the top of the nite class hierarchy. Computing tail(L) <head(L) ; tail(L) !head(L) appears in this machine as an external subcomputation. We illustrate in Sect. 5 how to internalize such a subcomputation by a renement step.
ASM Ground Models (System Blueprints)
The role of a system blueprint (ground model) is to capture changing system requirements (\what to build") in a consistent and unambiguous, simple and concise, abstract and complete way, so that the resulting documentation \grounds the design in reality" by its being understandable and checkable (for correctness and completeness) by both domain experts and system designers. Using ASMs one can cope with ever-changing requirements by building ground models for change which share the above eight attributes, as we will shortly describe here, refering for further explanations to [7] .
Understandability implies that domain expert and system designer share the language in which the ground model is formulated, as part of the contract that binds the two parties. In this respect it is crucial that ASMs allow one to calibrate the degree of precision of a ground model to the conceptual frame of the given problem domain, supporting the concentration on domain issues instead of issues of notation.
Checkability means that both reasoning and experimentation can be applied to a blueprint to establish that it is complete and consistent, that it reects the original intentions and that these are correctly conveyed| together with all the necessary underlying application-domain knowledge|to the designer. Since ASM ground models are formulated in application-domain terms, they are inspectable for correctness and completeness by the application-domain expert; on the other side, due to their mathematical nature, they also support the designer in mathematically checking the internal model consistency and the consistency of dierent system views. In addition, exploiting the concept of ASM run, one can perform experiments with ASM ground models simulating them for running relevant scenarios (use cases), supporting systematic attempts to \falsify" the model against the to-be-encoded piece of reality. As technical side-eect one can dene { prior to coding { a precise system-acceptance test plan, thus turning the ground model into a test model that is to be matched by the tester against executions of the nal code.
Understandability and checkability of ASM ground models already help to avoid that a software project fails simply because it does not build the right system, due to a misunderstanding of the requirements. We now shortly characterize the remaining above mentioned six intrinsic properties an ASM ground model has to satisfy, namely to be: { precise (unambiguous and consistent) at the appropriate level of detailing yet exible, to satisfy the required accuracy avoiding unnecessary precision; { simple and concise to be understandable by both domain experts (for inspection ) and system designers (for analysis). ASMs allow one to explicitly formulate those abstractions that \directly" reect the structure of the realworld problem, avoiding any extraneous encoding; { abstract (minimal) yet complete. Completeness means that all and only semantically relevant features are to be made present: parameters concerning the interaction with the environment, the basic architectural system structure, the domain knowledge representation, etc., alltogether making the ASM \closed" modulo some \holes". However, the holes are explicitly delineated, including statements of the assumptions made for them at the abstract level (to be realized through the detailed specication via later renements). Minimality means that the model abstracts from details that are relevant either only for the further design or only for a portion of the application domain, which does not inuence the system to be built.
It is this combination of blueprint properties that made ASM ground models so successful as means to formulate high-level models for industrial control systems, patent documents, standards. See the formulation of the forthcoming standard for the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services [52] , for the ITU-T standard for SDL-2000 [35] , the ECMA standard for C# [17] , the de facto standard for Java and its implementation on the JVM [51] , the IEEE-VHDL93 standard [18] , the ISO-Prolog standard [14] . Or see the development of railway [13, 19] and mobile telephony network components [25] at Siemens. These examples show also that ASM ground models are t for reuse. When the requirements change, these changes can often be directly reected by blueprint adaptations, typically additions to or renements of the ground model abstractions.
ASM Renements (Reecting Design Decisions)
We describe in this section the practice-oriented ASM renement notion [8] , which provides a framework to systematically separate, structure and document orthogonal design decisions and thus to eectively relate dierent system views and aspects. The method supports cost-eective system maintenance and management of system changes as well as piecemeal system validation and verication techniques. Putting together the single renement steps, typically into a chain or tree of successively more detailed models, allows the designer to rigorously link the system architect's view (at the abstraction level of a blueprint) to the programmer's view (at the level of detail of compilable code), crossing levels of abstraction in a way that supports design-for-change.
Renement is a general methodological principle which is present wherever a complex system or problem is described piecemeal, decomposing it into constituent parts which are detailed in steps to become manageable. Renement goes together with the inverse process of abstraction. The principle of the ASM renement method is illustrated by Fig. 10 : to rene an ASM M to an ASM M £ , the designer has the freedom to dene the following items: With an equivalence notion between data in locations of interest in corresponding states. It is important for the practicability of ASM renements that the size of m and n in (m; n)-renements is allowed to dynamically depend on the state. Practical experience also shows that (m; n)-renements with n > 1 and including (m; 0); (0; n)-steps support the feasibility of decomposing complex (global) actions into simpler (locally describable) ones whose behavior can be veried in practice. Procedural (1; n)-renements with n > 1 have their typical use in compiler verication when replacing a source code instruction by a chunk of target code; for numerous examples see [16, 15, 53, 39, 36, 51] . A convenient way to hide multiple steps of a procedural renement is to use ASM submachines as discussed above, which allow one to \view" n submachine steps as one step of an overall (here the more abstract) computation.
The ASM literature surveyed in [6] is full of examples of the above denition, which generalizes numerous more specialized and less practical renements notions in the literature [43, 44] . The ASM renement method integrates declarative and operational techniques and widely used modularization concepts into the design and analysis of ASM models. In particular it supports modularizing ASM renement correctness proofs aimed at mechanizable proof support, see [43] .
Based upon the notion of ASM run, various tools have been built to mechanically execute ASM models for their experimental validation by simulation and testing, notably: ASM Workbench [26] , AsmGofer [46] , ASM2C++ compiler [47] , XASM [2] , AsmL [31] and CoreASM [30] . Based upon the mathematical character of ASMs, also any standard mathematical verication techniques can be applied to prove or disprove ASM model properties, implying precision at the desired level of rigour: from proof sketches over traditional [20, 51] or formalized mathematical proofs [50] to tool supported proof checking or interactive or automatic theorem proving, e.g. by KIV [45] , PVS [28, 33] , model checkers [27, 34] . In a comprehensive development and analysis environment for real-life ASMs, various combinations of such verication and validation methods can be supported and can be used for the analysis of compilers [29, 41] and hardware [48, 38] and in the context of the program verier challenge [11] .
Combined Renement and Verication Example
In this section we illustrate for the mathematically inclined reader how to combine the stepwise renement technique with piecemeal proving of properties of interest. We use as simple but characteristic examples a renement of the above Quicksort machine and an ASM for the well-known leader election protocol together with its extension by a shortest path computation.
The goal of the leader election protocol is to achieve the election of a leader among nitely many homogeneous agents in a connected network, using only communication between neighbor nodes. The leader is dened as max(Agent) with respect to a linear order < among agents. The algorithmic idea, underlying the ASM dened in Fig. 11 together with the macros below, is as follows: every agent proposes to his neighbors his current leader candidate, checks the leader proposals received from his neighbors and upon detecting a proposal which improves his leader candidate, he improves his candidate for his next proposal. The protocol correctness to be proved reads as follows: if initially every agent is without proposals from his neighbors and will proposeT oN eighbors himself as candidate, then eventually every agent will checkP roposals with empty set proposals and cand = max(Agent). Assuming that every enabled agent will eventually make a move, the protocol correctness can be proved by an induction on runs and on P fleader cand(n) j n P Agentg, which measures the distances of candidates from the leader. Assume we now want to compute for each agent also a shortest path to the leader. One has to provide for every agent (except for the leader), in addition to the leader candidate, also a neighbor which is currently known to be closest to the leader, together with the minimal distance to the leader via that neighbor. This is an example of a pure data renement and consists in enriching cand and proposals by a neighbor with minimal distance to the leader, recorded in new dynamic functions nearN eighb : Agent and distance : Distance Thus each agent of the rened async MinPathToLeader ASM executes the properly initialized basic ASM dened in Fig. 11 with the rened macros below. Priority is given to determine the largest among the proposed neighbors (where M ax over triples takes the max over the proposed neighbor agents), among the proposalsFor the current cand the one with minimal distance is chosen. The leader election correctness property can now be sharpened by the shortest path correctness property, namely that eventually for every agent, distance is the minimal distance of a path from agent to leader, and nearN eighbor is a neighbor on a minimal path to the leader (except for the leader where nearN eighbor = leader). The proof extends the above induction by a side induction on the minimal distances in proposalsF or M ax(proposals.
As second example we illustrate how by a renement step for Quicksort The ASM method oers no fool-proof button-pushing, completely mechanical design and verication procedure, but it directly supports professional knowledge and skill in \building models for change", stepwise detailing them to compilable code and maintaining models and code in a cost-eective and reliable way. This is the best one can hope for, given the intrinsically creative character of dening the essence of a complex computer-based system.
